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 Project description

Course Number: BME 400 

Project Name: Stair Assist Bench

Project description/problem statement:

 In the field of neuro-rehabilitation, physical therapists encounter a significant obstacle when assisting patients with
weight-bearing restrictions to transition back to their homes. The primary challenge revolves around negotiating steps,
which often proves to be an arduous task due to various constraints. Ramps, typically considered a solution, are
frequently deemed impractical due to cost implications and compliance with rise-to-run criteria. As an alternative,
patients are advised to use garden benches from hardware stores, which lack adjustability and medical design. This
makeshift solution is frustrating for healthcare providers, as it is not purpose-built and poses issues with bench
availability.

To address this gap in the next three months, there is a clear need for a specialized, medically designed bench tailored
for step use, offering safety and adjustability to improve the mobility and independence of patients in neuro-
rehabilitation.

About the client:

The client for the stair assist bench is  Dan Kutschera, a physical therapist. The client will be using this product to
reintegrate patients with weight-bearing restrictions to their homes after neurological and trauma rehabilitation.

RILEY TOTH - Feb 21, 2024, 9:40 AM CST
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 2024/01/26 Meeting

Title: Meeting with Client to Discuss Patenting

Date: 01/30/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: Delani, Gracie, Riley, Margo, Dan Kutschera

Goals: Establish goals for this semester regarding patenting

Content:

if we wanted to test this device in his clinic, what kind of safety forms would we need?
very least, needs for own practice

wants to be involved with the patent
worry regarding another group's device conflicting with ours for the patent
chief facilities officer at their hospital to try prototype
InCompass Health

Dan will follow up with safety protocol
connect Dan with Russ

Conclusions/action items:

Communicate with Dr. P about intellectual property

MARGO AMATUZIO - Jan 30, 2024, 7:34 PM CST

Date: 01/30/2024

Content by: Delani 

Present: Delani, Gracie, Riley, Margo, Dan Kutschera

Goals: Establish goals for this semester regarding patenting

Content: 
-sees the market and the opportunity to help other people
- Understands how the push back may be from Iwalk
- want for own practice but would love to see it help other clinics
- Dan would like to continue with patent process
- stable design, older and frail pt 5’ - 5’5” 
- stair negotiation - 2 devices
- spectrum of injuries
- budget $400 and continuation with however much money needed
- Ask the head of his hospital - has someone that would like to try

- Works for compass health with around 160 hospitals in the US
- make device about 3in shorter than leg height
- niche that can’t do Iwalk 
-Viable for patients and clinicians 
Conclusion: Discuss next steps with Dr. Puccinelli and Russ

Delani Wille - Jan 31, 2024, 12:18 PM CST
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 2024/01/26 Meeting

Title: 01/26 Meeting

Date: 01/26/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: Team, Russ

Goals: 

Establish goals for semester

Content:

prelim. presentation 2/12 before 10:30am

invention disclosure — talk to Dr. P

start patent process

convo with client for commercialize vs personal use

- determine his intentions

    - his clinic and his customers? or entrepreneurial 

- WARF patents UW-Madison

    - $40-50k 

- need to determine who owns intellectual property of the project

final deliverable is a paper

product development

- FDA classification — Class 1

- risk analysis 

    - start IRB

    - risk assessment of safety to yourself

- do we need an IRB to have people try it in general?

    - is there an informal way

    - internal IRB (talk to Dr. P)

$400 budget — clarify with Dan

- observing Dan’s clients using the prototype

- need safety information

- intellectual property exposure

 

invention disclosure -> WARF -> provisional (have a year to tweak design) OR design patent or utility patent (independent or dependent claims)

Conclusions/action items:

Schedule meaning with client

MARGO AMATUZIO - Jan 26, 2024, 12:59 PM CST
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Title: 01/26 Meeting

Date: 01/29/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: Team, Russ

Content:

Notebooks are important - add everything to notebook, meetings, pictures
Final report is a journal report - where would this fit?

Rehabilitation, biomechanics, physical therapy
Move preliminary presentation to feb 12th
Show and tell is providing feedback to juniors
Model now is frankenstein model
Does client want to patent this, commercialize this

Invention disclosure, future of this product
Talk to Dr. Puccinelli about patent
Wisconsin Madison goes through Warf 
Poster presentation at the end of April
Experimentation 
Risk assessment, IRB for human trials (Dr. Puccinelli)
Mechanical model - CAD, FEA  

End of semester goals: Invention disclosure, Patent,
1. Invention  disclosure: WARF why is this novel
2. Provisional (gives you time)  or Design or utility patent

Summary: Email Dan about patent and commercial and budget, Talk to Dr. P after get a response from Dan

Delani Wille - Jan 29, 2024, 3:46 PM CST
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 2024/02/02 Meeting

Title: 02/02 Advisor Meeting

Date: 02/02/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: BME Team, Russ Johnson

Goals: 

 

Content:

resources on campus to help with patent
technology entrepreneurship office
ETP

pursue through WARF
if Dan wants to use it he would have to license from them

ownership of the patent? ask Dr. P
don't need F10K

need design control
Class 1 device -- less FDA burden

Device design

look at how crutches are covered under insurance
FDA pathway
reimbursement process

8020 for prototyping
pick a range that covers 90% of the population

make 3 inches shorter than tibia
8 in for lowest and 18 for highest (not accounting for cushion)

configuration for push scooters that we can borrow
modify footplate?

make it more flexible
hypothesis for adjustable bench
want to know knee configuration
how much does handle need to hold?

pick a good average handle height

Conclusions/action items:

send email to Russ about what we should ask about the IRB
purchase 8020 
Gracie adjust CAD

MARGO AMATUZIO - Feb 02, 2024, 12:44 PM CST
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 2024/02/07 Patent Meeting with Dr. Puccinelli
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Title: Patent informational meeting

Date: 02/07/2024

Content by: Delani Wille, Margo Amatuzio

Present: Margo, Delani, Cam, Dr. Puccinelli

Goals: Understand the pathway to get patent for stair assist bench

Content:

(Delani)

- one year from December presentation date (2023 - 2024)

- WARF doesn't really do international patents, lost international patent when we presented to public in December

- Provisional patent gives another year to claim work before it becomes prior art

Pathway to patent

- WARF say yes to our device/patent venture

- This means  warf pay for everything and write patent/ provisional patent, otherwise would need federal funding and entrepernural efforts

- WARF submit to US PTO

- $2000 fee split between inventors

When patent approved

- license the patent to buy patent from WARF

- inventors get 20% of gross revenue 

- 20% goes to department for research

(Margo)

 

1 year from december to file for US patent

1 year after public presentation to file for patent

provisional - one extra year to file full utility patent

not review, much scrutiny
abbreviated version for filing utility patent

claim 1 — no longer have international patent rights by presenting rights

WARF — patenting and listening arm of university
rare they’ll file for international patents

after 1 year it becomes “prior art” i.e., existing technology

our language cannot be like their Claim I at all

WARF

project not federally funded
WARF writes patent and makes sure language is different
U.S. PTO accepts it -> finders fee from WARF, $2000 to split between inventors
WARF wants to license patent to get someone to buy it from them
license agreement between other companies

MARGO AMATUZIO - Feb 09, 2024, 8:11 AM CST
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other company gives percent of profits to WARF or someone buys patent from WARF
WARF gives 20% split of all gross licensing revenue from the patent to the inventors
other 20% goes to department to research
other 40% goes to costs
other 20% goes to graduate school startup companies for research
once given to WARF then we aren’t involved

reach out to IRB office

copy iWalk testing protocols and literature

send to IRB folks
making modifications to an existing device

design idea -- torsion spring for the base so when no pressure the base “flips up” to avoid it catching on the lip of the stairs

Conclusions/action items:

Start working on IRB for testing and move forward with developing device before we approach WARF.

Loading [MathJax]/extensions/Safe.js
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 04/18/2024 Meeting

Title: Weekly Advisor Meeting

Date: 04/18/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: BME Team, Russ Johnson

Goals: 

Establish weekly goals and update

Content:

testing:
do we need smaller increments in the adjustable column
compare gait cycle for iWalk + boot, SAB + boot, crutch + boot
adjustability confined to population
qualitative -- biased

how are you going to progress the design?
yes/no? different handle? size of platform?

limit down what you want to test
keep it minimal as possible bc sample size and bias

quantitative
force plate analysis

Conclusions/action items:

 

MARGO AMATUZIO - Apr 12, 2024, 12:25 PM CDT
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 2023/10/13 Initial Drawings for Design Matrix

Title: initial Drawings for Design Matrix

Date: 2023/10/13

Content by: Cameron Owens

Present: Group

Goals: To develop several viable designs to compare and eventually move forward on fabrication of one as a prototype.
The designs were developed to meet a few design criteria such as weight capacity, accessibility, and ability to aid
patients climbing stairs.

Content:

Three group members took on the responsibility of each drawing one potential design to serve as an option for our
design matrix to come. 

Gracie, Riley, and Cameron spent some time creating hand drawings of the potential designs which were later
discussed at a group meeting to determine that they were each reasonable options. They drawings would be further
elaborated on including dimensions and other critical perspective for finalizing a design matrix to come.

See below for design drawings:

Conclusions/action items:

The initial design brainstorming was crucial to creating a design matrix which will be used to select a design for
fabrication.

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 11:56 AM CST

Download

Screenshot_2023-12-11_at_12.38.19_PM.png (71.8 kB) Riley's Design Drawing

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:44 PM CST
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Download

Screenshot_2023-12-11_at_12.38.42_PM.png (37.9 kB) Cameron's Design Drawing

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:44 PM CST

Download

Screenshot_2023-12-11_at_12.39.53_PM.png (34.4 kB) Gracie's Design Drawing

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:44 PM CST
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 2023/10/13 Design Matrix

Title: Design Matrix

Date: 10/13/2023

Content by: BME Team

Present: N/A

Goals: 

Determine preliminary design

Content:

Attached PDF

Conclusions/action items:

CAD preliminary design and make adjustments

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 12, 2023, 10:49 AM CST

Download

Design_Matrix_-_stair_assist_bench.pdf (256 kB)

MARGO AMATUZIO - Oct 11, 2023, 8:23 PM CDT
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 2023/10/20 SolidWorks Drawing - Prototype 1.1

Title: SolidWorks Drawing - Prototype 1.1

Date: 2023/10/20

Content by: Cameron Owens

Present: N/A

Goals: 

Create a CAD of our first prototype iteration

Content:

Using SolidWorks the dimensions, material properties, and coupling components were included to exactly match those
of our first prototype. 

Conclusions/action items:

The CAD was an accurate representation of prototype and will be used in the future for computer simulations as well as
graphics for presentation.

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:49 PM CST

Download

Bench_proto_1_-_Copy.zip (7.2 MB)

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:52 PM CST
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 2023/12/1 SolidWorks Drawing - Prototype 1.2

Title: SolidWorks Drawing - Prototype 1.2

Date: 2023/12/1

Content by: Cameron Owens

Present: N/A

Goals: Update CAD of the previous to prototype to reflect the changes made to the base.

Content:

The new CAD features the new base with accurate dimensions, connections, and material properties. Attached zip file
includes updated component drawings with dimensions and material properties.

Conclusions/action items:

This CAD with facilitate new computer testing to support design change motivations such as increased stability and
weight bearing capacity.

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:59 PM CST

Download

Modified_Assembly-20231211T185704Z-001.zip (768 kB)

CAMERON OWENS - Dec 11, 2023, 12:58 PM CST
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 2023/12/13 - CAD of Final Assembly

Title: CAD of the Final Assembly

Date: 12/13/2023

Content by: Gracie

Present: N/A

Goals: Provide CAD designs of the final prototype

Content:

- CAD is provided for both the original and new base

-CAD for the whole assembly is also provided

Conclusions/action items: 

Gracie and Cam worked together to model the final prototype.

 

GRACE KREISSLER - Dec 13, 2023, 10:45 PM CST

Download

Bench_proto_1.PNG (330 kB)

GRACE KREISSLER - Dec 13, 2023, 10:42 PM CST
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 2024/5/1 Materials and Expenses

Title: Expenses

Date: 2024/5/1

Content by: Gracie

Present: N/A

Goals: Itemize all expenses throughout the semester.

Content:

 Materials and Expenses

Item Descrip�on Manufacturer Vendor Vendor Part # Date Total

CORNER BRACE
BRACE, 

CORNER_2"_GALV_4PK 
Everbilt

Home 
Depot

030699152674 02/04/24 $6.97

BRACE, 

CORNER_5"_ZINC 

  

  BRACE, 

CORNER_5"_ZINC 
Everbilt

Home 
Depot

030699152124 02/04/24 $5.94

CLEVIS PIN
TOWSMART 3/8" 

CLEVIS PIN 
TowSmart

Home 
Depot

849278012038 02/04/24 $5.38

SQ TB1.25
PUNCHED SQUARE 

TUBE ZP 1-1/4 X 36  
Everbilt

Home 
Depot

887480030471 02/04/24 $22.93

SQUARE TUBE
TUBE SQUARE ALUM 

48X1X1/16 
Everbilt

Home 
Depot

887480013078 02/04/24 $28.47

8 IN SHIMS
8" COMPOSITE SHIM 

(12 PC BDL)  
Timberwolf

Home 
Depot

852981002098 02/04/24 $2.28

$71.970

Conclusions/action items:

N/A
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 2024/01/05 Updated Materials & Expenses

Title: Updated Materials & Expenses

Date: 5/01/2024

Content by: Gracie

Present: N/A

 

Item Description Manufacturer Mft Pt# Vendor Date Total

CORNER BRACE BRACE, CORNER_2"_GALV_4PK  Everbilt 030699152674 Home Depot 02/04/24 $6.97

BRACE, CORNER_5"_ZINC      BRACE, CORNER_5"_ZINC  Everbilt 030699152124 Home Depot 02/04/24 $5.94

CLEVIS PIN TOWSMART 3/8" CLEVIS PIN  TowSmart 849278012038 Home Depot 02/04/24 $5.38

SQ TB1.25 PUNCHED SQ TUBE ZP 1-1/4X36   Everbilt 887480030471 Home Depot 02/04/24 $26.89

SQUARE TUBE TUBE SQUARE ALUM 48X1X1/16  Everbilt 887480013078 Home Depot 02/04/24 $28.47

8 IN SHIMS 8" COMPOSITE SHIM (12 PC BDL)   Timberwolf 852981002098 Home Depot 02/04/24 $2.28

BLACK SPRAY PAINT MATTE BLACK SPRAY PAINT Krylon 724504055464 Micheals 2/19/24 $8.56

8’x8’x16’ REG CONCRETE BLOCK Concrete cinder block Home Depot 0000-938-076 Home Depot 7/16/24 $6.27

NEOPRENE RUBBER FOAM
Neoprene Sponge Foam Rubber Roll

Adhesive, 15X60 Inches X 1/4" Thick
Duaplex   Amazon 7/16/24 $19.99

  $110.75
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 2023/10/30 Prototype 1.1

Title: Prototype 1.1 Fabrication

Date: 2023/10/30

Content by: Cameron Owens

Present: Entire Group

Goals: To detail the process and techniques used to fabricate the first version of our prototype.

Content:

Material Selection

Our first prototype is an all wood construction that has used cedar for handle, main support, and diagonal supports.
Plywood was used to create base and the knee support of the prototype. The main goal of the prototype was design a
low cost and lightweight visual of the potential product so we chose these materials for those properties. The last
component was a cushion to soften the knee support for user comfortability, for this to stay consistent with criteria for
material selection we chose a foam kneeling pad used for kneeling on hard surfaces which was lightweight and lost
cost. 

Assembly

To assemble the components we used 2 1/4" wood screws as well as some shorter 1" wood screws. Wood screws were
chosen based the applied loads at the connects. Most of these connections experience tensile or compressive loads
which based on common knowledge and literature screws are better at withstanding than the other common coupling
technique (nails) who better withstand shear loads. The length of the screw was applied based on thickness of the
components being coupled. If the two components could accommodate the longer screw without the screw protruding
the on the other side of the piece it would be used. For example, when connecting the plywood knee support to the
cedar diagonal supports the shorter screws need to be used in order to avoid aforementioned circumstance. Finally the
foam cushion was applied to the knee support using super glue to fix it permanently to the knee support.

Fabrication

The cedar wood supports were cut to length using a Miter saw because of the precise angles need to create a balanced
device. Based on limitations such as size the plywood base and knee support needed to be cut using a handheld
circular saw. The foam cushion was cut to size using a utility knife.

Conclusions/action items:

The finished prototype is successful with consideration of weight and cost. Testing will be preformed on it to determine
areas of improvements necessary for future iterations.
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 2023/12/1 Prototype 1.2

Title: Prototype 1.2

Date: 2023/12/1

Content by: Cameron Owens

Present: N/A

Goals: To attach the new aluminum base to the existing wooden prototype.

Content:

The first step was remove the current wooden base that was attached via a 2 1/4" wood screw. The new base was
fabricated to accommodate a wood screw from the bottom directly screwed into the existing hole in the cedar support
as well as some steel supports which sat atop the base at a right angle with the second surface touching the wood.
However, the dimensions of angle supports were meant to fit a 2" x 2" main support. Because wooden building material
is often 1/2" smaller than common language used to describe them 1/4" shims needed to be cut from excess cedar
material in order to fill the gap between the steel supports and main cedar support. This was accomplished using a
handheld circular saw. Once cut one of the four shims would be positioned between each support and the
corresponding side of the wood support. At this point the a 1 1/2" wood screw was used to secure the components
together through predrilled holes in the steel supports.

Conclusions/action items:

The second iteration or prototype with an aluminum base was secure and we can now proceed with stability testing.
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 2023/11/30 Aluminum Base for Prototype 1.2

Title: Aluminum Base for Prototype 1.2

Date: 2023/11/30

Content by: Cameron Owens

Present: N/A

Goals: Have a new base fabricated from the aluminum which is little weight and much stronger than wood which
serves to increase the stability of the current prototype based on observations from previous design.

Content:

The aluminum base was a component that we had outsourced to a metal fabrication shop. The shop used specialized
CNC techniques to create the new component. They were able to create the component based on dimensions and
preferences the group gave them. We wanted the device to be 8"x8", have a favorable moment of inertia, as well as a
bottom profile with was conducive to accommodating a variety of surfaces. They achieved this by reducing excess
material on the interior portion of the square shape as seen in the photos below.

Conclusions/action items:

We were able to receive the initial component free of charge and we will couple it to the wooden prototype for testing
and validation.
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 2024/05/01 Final Prototype

Title: Final Prototype

Date: 05/01/2024

Content by: Team

Present: Team

Goals: Fabricate final prototype.

Content:

Final prototype with adjustable column, metal base, and l-brackets to support the bench.

Conclusions/action items:

Include in final presentation.
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 2024/4/19 Testing Protocol

Title: Testing Protocol

Date: 2024/4/19

Content by: 

Present: n/a

Goals: Layout the testing so its repeatable

Content:

Testing Protocol

Interventions: 
The first intervention is a fracture boot on the right leg to mimic a below the knee injury. The second intervention will be 
the assistive device for which its effectiveness will be investigated. The third intervention will be the iWalk for 
comparison to the assistive device. 

Protocol:
The test subjects will be asked to wear a fracture boot to emulate a non-weight bearing injury that is distal to the knee. 
Two to three markers will be placed at each joint on the participants' body for motion capture analysis. Stairs will be 
placed in the center of the motion capture frame volume and equipped with portable force plates. Each subject will 
climb three steps with the six research conditions in a randomized order: 1) BOOT, 2) BOOT + BENCH, 3) NO BOOT + 
BENCH, 4) BOOT + iWALK, 5) NO BOOT + iWALK, 6) NONE. An OptiTrack motion capture system will synchronize 
with the Bertec force plates to obtain both kinematic and kinetic gait cycle measurements of each participant with the 
following interventions. After completion of the experiment, participants will be asked to fill out an activity-specific 
balance confidence (ABC) questionnaire and further feedback of the device.

Conclusion/Action Items:
Complete the testing.
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 2024/4/20 Matlab Code for Stair Ascension

Title: One-Step Stair Ascension MATLAB

Date: 2024/4/20

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: N/A

Goals: Analyze the data from testing

Content:

Conclusions/action items:

Finish analysis and prepare it for presenting.
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 2024/5/1 Updated Testing Protocol

Date: 5/01/2024
Content By: Gracie
Present: N/A

Testing Protocol
Participants underwent a physical examination to obtain their weight and height to ensure they qualified for the study. The participants 
were asked to wear a fracture boot to emulate a non-weight bearing injury that is distal to the knee. Two cinder blocks were placed side 

by side on one force plate to account for the dimensions of a realistic stair step, and another cinder block was placed to the right, not in 
contact with the force plate for the other foot. Each participant ascended one step and descended one step with the three research 
conditions in the respective order: 1) NONE, 2) BOOT + SAB, 3) BOOT + HFC. After completion of the experiment, participants were 
asked to fill out a feedback form that included pain ratings, comfort scores, device preference, and further feedback of the device.

This is a picture of the one-step stair ascension experimental setup. Each participant performed three trials each for three conditions: 

Control (top left), Stair-Assist Bench (SAB) (top right), and the Hands-Free Crutch (HFC) (bottom). A force plate was used to collect 

center of pressure (COP) measurements to assess postural stability.
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 2024/4/24 Testing

Title: Testing of final prototype

Date: 24/4/19

Content by: Team

Present: Team

Goals: Complete stair gait for analysis

Content:

 Below

Conclusions/action items:

Analyze data for presentation.
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Title: Final COP Measure Results

Date: 05/01/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: BME Team

Goals: 

Measures for COP tests to determine intervention stability

Content:

Mean ± standard deviations for COP measures across groups with statistical significance indicators.

  Control SAB HFC SAB vs. ControlHFC vs. Control

TOTEX (cm) 261.65 ± 91.711256.71 ± 1166.99396.89 ± 344.00 *
 

MDIST (cm) 1.81 ± 0.47 4.54 ± 1.30 2.38 ± 0.67 *** *

MVELO (cm/s) 140.80 ± 65.15 428.44 ± 281.71 145.63 ± 89.54 *
 

RANGE (cm) 43.77 ± 26.98 94.82 ± 38.94 33.41 ± 31.27 **
 

AREA-CE (cm) 43.75 ± 14.79 318.06 ± 153.56 73.31 ± 43.43 ***
 

AREA-SW (cm2/s)140.72 ± 88.27 428.29 ± 369.36 145.57 ± 144.95 **
 

Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences (*=p < 0.05, **=p<0.01, ***=p<0.001) compared to the control group, as determined by one-way
ANOVA tests indicating a significant main group effect. SAB: stair-assist bench; HFC: hands-free crutch.

Control, SAB, and HFC interventions for each COP measure. SAB and HFC normalized to percentage values based on the Control
group.

Conclusions/action items:

Include in final report
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 2024/05/01 Subject Feedback Results

Title: Subject Feedback Results

Date: 05/01/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: BME Team

Goals: 

Assess subject feedback from the trials

Content:

Mean percentage of device preference, associated pain, and device comfort. 

 
SAB + BOOT %HFC + BOOT %SAB vs. HFC

Preference 100 0 *

Associated pain 44 48
 

Device comfort 92 72 *

Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences (*=p < 0.05) of the SAB compared to the HFC, as determined by one-way ANOVA tests. SAB:
stair-assist bench; HFC: hands-free crutch. 

 

Conclusions/action items:

Include in final report
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 2024/05/1 Final Poster

Title: Final Poster

Date: 24/4/26

Content by: Team

Present: Everyone

Goals: Create poster for presentation

Content:

Below 

Conclusions/action items:

Present the poster
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 2024/5/1 Final Report

Title: Final Report

Date: 2024/5/1

Content by: Team

Present: n/a

Goals: 

Content:

See Below 

Conclusions/action items:

Submit deliverables.
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 2024/5/01 - Protocol

Download
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 2024/5/01 - Status

Title: Current Status of ARROW Application

Date: 05/01/2024

Content by: Riley Toth

Present: Riley Toth

Goals: Relay the current location of the ARROW application

Content:

 

Conclusions/action items:

Rebecca Hoffman is the current reviewer of this application but Steph Metzger helped me fill everything out

Much is missing and needs to be done. It is a template as best but can change based on the test you choose to do.
because our test kept on changing it was hard to make a complete application to the standards they wanted.
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Title: iWalk Testing Protocol

Date: 02/09/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: N/A

Goals: 

Examine iWalk testing protocol to build current experimentation

Source:

“iWalk Hands Free Crutch - Full Text View - ClinicalTrials.gov,” Clinicaltrials.gov, 2021. https://classic.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/study/NCT04978363
(accessed Feb. 09, 2024).

Content:

Study Design:

Intervention model:

All participants will complete all six testing conditions, including:

1. BOOT (walking boot)
2. HFC + BOOT (Hands Free Crutch with the walking boot)
3. SAC + BOOT (Standard Axillary Crutches with the walking boot)
4. NONE (no device/baseline)
5. HFC NO BOOT (Hands Free Crutch with no walking boot) and
6. SAC NO BOOT (Standard Axillary Crutches with no walking boot).

The order of the four primary conditions will be randomized using an online random number generator (1-4) with:

1=NONE, 2=BOOT only, 3=HFC+BOOT, and 4=SAC+BOOT.

21 participants
motion capture data from infrared camera system with 12 mounted cameras surrounding a level walkway
balance data through self-reported activity-specific balance confidence (ABC) questionnaire
healthy individuals
participants complete 5 total sessions
participants complete pre-consent screening and consent paperwork

randomized to the four conditions
anthropometric data (height, weight/mass, leg length, shoe length and width) and demographic data

data collected using 50 small reflective markers placed on the participants and the devices, computerized motion capture system and
force plates on the floor

force plates for GRF and calc joint moments for interpretation of angular momentum data

Outcome measures

whole body angular momentum-sagittal plane
ABC questionnaire
numerical pain rating scale
participant device comfort score
participant device numerical score
participant device preference

Eligibility

18 to 45 years
male or female
5'2 and 6'6
healthy individuals
full active pain free ROM of bilateral upper and lower extremities

MARGO AMATUZIO - Feb 28, 2024, 11:09 AM CST
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Exclusion

weight greater than 270lb
BMI greater than 35
max thigh circumference at top of leg greater than 28"

Conclusions/action items:

Use iWalk protocol to inform design of our device protocol
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 2024/02/28 ABC Questionnaire

Title: ABC Questionnaire (Draft)

Date: 02/28/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: N/A

Goals: 

Draft ABC questionnaire for the trials

Content:

The Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale for an assistive device designed to navigate stairs with a non-weight bearing limb involves
assessing users' confidence in performing various activities without losing balance or experiencing fear of falling. This questionnaire is tailored to
understand how the device impacts users' confidence levels in navigating stairs under specific conditions.

For each activity listed below, please rate your confidence by selecting a percentage that best describes your current level of confidence. The scale
ranges from 0% (no confidence) to 100% (completely confident).

1. Ascending stairs without assistance

How confident are you in ascending stairs using the device without any assistance?

2. Descending stairs without assistance

How confident are you in descending stairs using the device without any assistance?

3. Ascending and descending stairs in various lighting conditions

How confident are you in using the device on stairs under poor lighting conditions?

4. Using the device on different types of stair materials (e.g., wood, carpet, metal)

How confident are you in using the device on stairs made of different materials?

5. Using the device during times of physical discomfort (e.g., fatigue, pain)

How confident are you in using the device when experiencing physical discomfort?

6. Using the device in emergency situations (e.g., need to quickly evacuate)

How confident are you in quickly and safely using the device in an emergency situation?

7. Using the device on stairs with varying step heights

How confident are you in using the device on stairs that have irregular step heights?

8. Transferring onto and off the device

How confident are you in safely transferring onto and off the device before and after navigating stairs?
9. Using the device on narrow stairs

Navigating narrow or crowded staircases with your non-weight bearing limb on the device bench and using the handrails
for support.

Please provide your confidence level for each activity listed above. This information will be crucial in assessing the device's impact on your ability to
navigate stairs safely and independently.

Conclusions/action items:

Bring to team to adjust and modify for the trials
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 2024/02/28 3D-Printing Knee Cushion
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Title: 3D-Printing Knee Cushion Materials and Software

Date: 02/28/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: N/A

Goals: 

Obtain materials and software for 3D printing options for the bench cushion

Source:
D.-R. Viziteu, A. Curteza, and M. Avadanei, "Prototyping Tutorial for Protective Knee Pad Design Using 3D Printing Technology," in Proc. 17th Int'l
Scientific Conf. eLearning and Software for Education, Bucharest, Romania, Apr. 22-23, 2021, pp. 248. doi: 10.12753/2066-026X-21-172.

Content:

Software Selection: Choose appropriate modeling software. The paper mentions Rhinoceros 3D and Grasshopper as tools that offer
extensive capabilities for creating detailed models.

Rhinoceros 3D (Rhino): This is a highly versatile 3D modeling software that can handle tasks from drafting to intricate
modeling. It is popular in various industries, including product design, architecture, and fashion, for its flexibility and wide
range of capabilities. Rhino is particularly beneficial for designing complex shapes and surfaces due to its powerful NURBS
(Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines) engine.

Grasshopper: This is a visual programming language and environment that runs within Rhino. Grasshopper allows
designers to build generative algorithms to create complex models and automate repetitive processes without writing code
in the traditional sense. It's particularly useful for exploring parametric designs, where you can adjust parameters to iterate
designs quickly.

Initial Design: Create the initial virtual model of the knee pad, taking into consideration the ergonomic requirements and intended
functionality.
Simulation Tools: Utilize the simulation tools available within the modelling software to evaluate the performance of the knee pad design
under various conditions that mimic real-world stresses it might encounter.
Material Selection: Choose appropriate materials. The paper suggests experimenting with plastics of varying degrees of rigidity to assess
their fit with the needs of climbers.

TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane): TPU is known for its flexibility, durability, and resistance to abrasion and many
chemicals. It's a popular choice for making protective gear due to its shock-absorbing properties and flexibility. TPU can
simulate the softness and flexibility of rubber, making it suitable for protective knee pads that require a balance between
protection and comfort.

PLA (Polylactic Acid) with Impact Modifiers: While standard PLA is known for its rigidity and might not be the first choice for
protective equipment, certain modifications and blends make it more suitable. By incorporating impact modifiers, PLA's
brittleness can be reduced, and its impact resistance can be enhanced, making it a potential material for parts of the knee
pad that require structural integrity.

ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene): ABS is another thermoplastic with good mechanical properties, including toughness
and impact resistance. It could be used for parts of the knee pad that require rigidity and strength. However, it's worth
noting that ABS lacks the flexibility of TPU, making it more suitable for the outer shells rather than the parts that directly
interact with the user's skin.

Flexible Filaments (Various Blends): There are many flexible filaments available on the market, designed specifically for 3D
printing applications requiring elasticity and flexibility. These materials can range in flexibility, from semi-flexible, like certain
PETG (Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol) variants, to highly flexible, mimicking rubber or soft silicone. These materials
are well-suited for areas of the knee pad that need to conform closely to the body and absorb impacts.

Composite Materials: Composite filaments are standard plastics (like PLA, ABS, PETG) that are mixed with other materials
(such as carbon fiber, glass fiber, or even wood). These materials can enhance certain properties, like strength and
durability, without significantly compromising weight or flexibility. For knee pads, a composite material could provide
additional protection or durability in high-stress areas

Conclusions/action items:
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Consider options for 3D-printing and select a suitable material
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 2024/02/28 Adjustable Column Spring Pin

Title: Adjustable Column Spring Pin Design

Date: 02/28/2024

Content by: Margo Amatuzio

Present: N/A

Source:

“Quick Release Pin: Rounded T-Knob, Steel, Zinc Finish,” Grainger, 2024. https://www.grainger.com/product/3CRP6?gucid=N:N:PS:Paid:GGL:CSM-
2295:4P7A1P:20501231&gad_source=1&gclid=CjwKCAiA0PuuBhBsEiwAS7fsNVJu7D14pYO2pBR9OFyvcqQCQcItdyaAfsr81R7Gi0wEFOKqH73zjxoC-
V8QAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds (accessed Feb. 28, 2024).

Goals: 

Design adjustable column for the device base

Content:

quick release pin: rounded T-knob, steel, zinc finish

two columns fit flush together with 1 inch increments
spring pin to securely attach

above photo taken at the gym 

Conclusions/action items:

Implement design idea in prototyping adjustable column
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 Statistical Analysis

Title: Statistical Analysis

Date: 2/27/2024

Content by:  Gracie Kreissler

Present: N/A

Goals: 

The goal of this research is to determine which statistical method would be best for our study and how the parameters we are measuring fit
into the statistical parameters. From previous knowledge learned in my statistics course here at UW, I decided to focus on an ANOVA test.
This research will prove that ANOVA is a good option for validating our results and will also provide some knowledge on how to sort our
variables.

Content:

ANOVA test analyzes the effects of different interventions within a study. For our case, it would compare how the fracture boot,
assistive device, and iWalk affect gait biomechanics [1].
The within-subject factor will be the six research conditions (BOOT, BOOT + BENCH, NO BOOT + BENCH, BOOT + iWALK,
NO BOOT + iWALK, NONE) [1].
The between-subject factor will be participant demographics (gender, age) [1]
Post-hoc tests (pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni correction) are performed to identify significant differences between
specific intervention conditions -  (BOOT, BOOT + BENCH, NO BOOT + BENCH, BOOT + iWALK, NO BOOT + iWALK, NONE)
[2].
Correlation analyses examine the relationship between calculated results and participant-reported outcomes.

Conclusions/action items:

ANOVA is a good option for our data analysis. Next steps are to determine which correlation analysis test is the right fit for our testing.

References
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 2024/2/15-Ground Reaction Force and Stability study

Title: Ground Reaction Force Study

Date: 2/15/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: N/a

Goals: Establish clear goals for all text entries (meetings, individual work, etc.).

Link: https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.library.wisc.edu/science/article/pii/S096663620300198X?via%3Dihub

Cite: A. Stacoff, C. Diezi, G. Luder, E. Stüssi, and I. A. Kramers-de Quervain, “Ground reaction forces on stairs: effects of stair inclination and age,”
Gait Posture, vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 24–38, Jan. 2005, doi: 10.1016/j.gaitpost.2003.11.003.

Content:

- Study Goals:
  - Compare vertical ground reaction force (GRF) data during level walking, stair ascent, and descent across different stair inclinations and age groups.
  - Test 20 healthy subjects from three age groups (young, middle, old) across seven test conditions with 8-10 repetitions.
- Data Collection:
  - Measure vertical forces during two consecutive steps using force plates embedded in walkway and staircase.
- Level Walking Findings:
  - Regular and repetitive vertical GRF curves with low variability and asymmetry.
- Stair Ambulation Findings:
  - Slight changes in vertical GRF pattern during stair ascent compared to level walking.
  - Considerable changes during stair descent, especially on steep stairs with increased load, variability, and asymmetry.
  - Steep stair descent deemed most demanding, showing least stable gait pattern.
- Impact of Age:
  - Young age group exhibited faster walking and larger vertical GRF maxima during level walking and stair ascent.
  - Differences between middle and old age group were minimal.
- Study Significance:
  - First to provide normative GRF data on gait variability and symmetry during level walking and stair ambulation.
  - Intended for comparison with patient data and informing further research on gait stability, especially on stairs.
- Introduction:
  - Stairs pose fall risks, especially for the elderly, yet research on stair ambulation and GRF measurements is limited.
- Gait Analysis Context:
  - Traditional focus on vertical GRF in level walking; less known about its characteristics during stair ascent and descent.
- Gap in Knowledge:
  - Lack of data on reproducibility and characteristics of vertical GRF during stair ambulation and its dependence on stair inclination and age.
- Methodological Considerations:
  - Description of first two steps as a transition phase; need for minimum five steps for steady-state analysis.
- Previous Studies' Limitations:
  - Many studies used inadequate test stairs, potentially affecting data quality.

Conclusions/action items: Use as background for testing GRF on stairs.
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 2024/1/30 - Complications of Crutches

 

Title: Complications of Crutches

Date: 1/30/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: N/a

Goals: Purpose of device and pitfalls of standard devices

link: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/civil-environmental-geomatic-
engineering/sites/civil_environmental_geomatic_engineering/files/the_complications_of_crutches_-
_a_summary_of_a_systematic_review_of_the_literature.pdf

Cite: N. Papadosifos, “The Complications of Crutches - A Summary of a Systematic Review of the Literature”.

Content:

Background
  - Over 575,000 people annually receive crutch prescriptions in the USA.
  - Limited data exists on complications associated with crutch use.
  - Systematic review aims to provide comprehensive overview of crutch-related complications.
Aims & Objectives:
  - Raise awareness among health professionals prescribing crutches.
  - Encourage scientific exploration for improved crutch designs.
Methods:
  - Online literature search conducted using Medline and PubMed.
  - English language articles searched irrespective of publication year.
  - Manual examination of bibliography and citation lists for additional articles.
  - Manual search across UK and European libraries after exhausting electronic resources.
Key Findings:
  - Lack of previous systematic reviews in this area.
  - Crutch use is widespread without significant scientific attention to clinical practice or design modifications.
  - Crutch design has remained largely unchanged over time.
  - Complications can occur even with short-term use and may be underreported.
  - Serious complications, such as arm or hand amputation, can occur.
  - Axillary crutches are significantly associated with injury incidents.

Conclusions/action items: Use as background for study and market gap
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 2024/2/18 - IWalk IRB

Title: iWalk IRB

Date: 2/18/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: N/a

Goals: Compare IRB testing for device similar to our device

link: https://classic.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04978363

Cite: J. Wilken, “Effects of a Hands Free Crutch on Walking Stability During Gait,” clinicaltrials.gov, Clinical trial registration NCT04978363, Apr. 2023.
Accessed: Dec. 31, 2023. [Online]. Available: https://clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT04978363

Content:

-Study Objective: To compare the effectiveness of Hands-Free Crutch (HFC) to Standard Axillary Crutches (SACs) with and without a walking boot
regarding walking stability, balance confidence, patient preference, device comfort, and reported pain.
-Participant Profile: Healthy individuals wearing a walking boot to simulate a below knee injury or post-surgery condition, maintaining a non-weight
bearing status.
- Research Conditions: Participants undergo four conditions in randomized order: BOOT, HFC + BOOT, SAC + BOOT, or NONE (without boot). Two
additional conditions, HFC NO BOOT and SAC NO BOOT, are included to assess the effect of crutch use alone.
-Data Collection: Five sessions include pre-consent screening, anthropometric data collection, and biomechanics data collection sessions
corresponding to each condition. Whole body angular momentum, balance confidence, device preference, and pain levels are measured using
reflective markers, motion capture system, force plates, validated questionnaires, and numerical pain rating scale.
- Purpose of Research: Evaluate the impact of crutch and boot use on walking stability, balance confidence, and device preference to inform clinical
prescription and application by physical therapists and providers.
- Study Design: Interventional clinical trial with 21 participants undergoing all six testing conditions in a crossover assignment. Randomization is used
to determine the order of primary conditions. The study commenced on October 5, 2021, and concluded on January 27, 2022.

Conclusions/action items: iWalk clinical trial can be used to model our IRB study
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 2024/02/01 - Awarded iWalk patent

 

Title: Iwalk Patent

Date: 2/1/2024

Content by: Delani wille

Present: n/a

Goals: Establish possible intellectual property based on competitive market

Content:

- Crutch Design Features:
  - Leg platform supports a portion of the user's leg.
  - Ground contact with weight supporting medial and lateral regions.
  - Optional strap for maintaining leg position.
  - Optional thigh saddle to prevent lateral movement.
  - Optional front-facing handle for user assistance.

- Claimed Crutch Characteristics:
  - Medial contact region positioned higher by at least 2 mm than lateral contact region.
  - Both regions touch surface at a minimum 2° angle off vertical.
  - Leg platform transitions from "U" shaped anterior portion to "V" shaped posterior portion.
  - Various fasteners for knee and lower leg support.
  - Upper leg restraint with flexible mechanism and laterally adjustable thigh member.

- Ground Contact and Frame Details:
  - Medial and lateral contact regions on sagitally oriented rockers.
  - Options for user-replaceable tread.
  - Frame includes handle positioned for user comfort and alignment.

- Additional Adjustments and Configurations:
  - Mechanisms for adjusting height difference between contact regions.
  - Frame with adjustable height.
  - Thigh member for alignment with user's leg.
  - Foot with medial ground contact portion elevated at least 1 mm relative to lateral portion.

- Variations in Handle Position:
  - Handle position relative to frame and leg platform.
  - Proximity of handle top to frame top.

Conclusions/action items: Review valid claims of device in comparison to our stair assist bench.
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 2024/4/03- EZ Step climber

 

Title: EZ step climber

Date: 4/3/2024

Content by: Delani

Present: n/a

Goals: 

link: https://ezstepclimber.com/

Cite: “EZ Step Climber,” EZ Step Climber. Accessed: May 01, 2024. [Online]. Available: https://ezstepclimber.com/

Content:

- Awarded patent to EZ step climber US 8302974 • US 9107503

- 4 leg chair/walker assistive device for stairs

1.Walking on Level Surfaces:Enables walking on flat surfaces without the need for assistance or crutches.
2. Ascending and Descending Ramps: Facilitates effortless movement up and down ramps without external aid.
3. Climbing Stairs:Allows for climbing stairs independently, eliminating the reliance on crutches or assistance.
4. Sitting Rest: Provides a comfortable sitting position on level ground, ramps, or stair steps, ensuring convenience and versatility.

Using the EZ Step Climber is straightforward:

- Place your injured leg's good knee onto the device.
- Shift your weight onto the EZ Step Climber while taking a step with your uninjured leg.
- Transfer your weight back to your uninjured leg as the device is moved forward.
- Repeat this simple process for seamless mobility.

- The EZ Step Climber boasts user-friendly easy adjustment

 

Conclusions/action items: EZ Step climber is another main competitor in the space with design patents. Patent for Stair assist bench will
need to work around existing patents. 
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The Physical Therapy Department at the University of North Dakota conducted a comparative analysis examining
muscle activity and range of motion (ROM) while ascending and descending a standard stairway versus the same
stairway outfitted with the EZ-Step Stair Climbing Cane. The findings revealed a significant decrease in muscle activity
necessary for both ascending and descending, alongside a noticeable reduction in required ROM when utilizing the EZ-
Step equipped stairway.

Purpose of the Study:

  - Compare lower extremity muscle activity and range of motion (ROM) during stair climbing with the Portable Quad-
Step assistive device versus standard stair climbing.

  - Participants: Twenty-nine volunteers aged 65 to 88 years.

 Procedures:

  - Two stair-climbing trials: Portable Quad-Step and standard steps without an assistive device.

  - Participants used handrails for both trials, with the order randomized.

  - Practice sessions were provided to ensure familiarity with the devices.

 Results:

  - EMG Activity:

    - Significant reduction in muscle activity with the Portable Quad-Step during stair climbing, compared to standard
stairs.

  - Range of Motion:

    - Hip: Reduced peak hip ROM during stair ascent with the Portable Quad-Step, but not during descent.

    - Knee: Reduced knee ROM for both ascent and descent with the Portable Quad-Step.

 Discussion:

  - Findings suggest reduced muscle activity and joint contact forces with the Portable Quad-Step, potentially beneficial
for individuals with degenerative joint disorders or muscle weakness.

  - Reduction in knee and hip ROM may contribute to decreased muscle activity and joint contact forces.

 Conclusion:

  - The Portable Quad-Step demonstrated lower muscle activity and reduced hip and knee ROM compared to standard
stairs.

  - This reduction in muscle activity and joint ROM may be advantageous for individuals with joint disorders or restricted
ROM, potentially enhancing functional independence.

Cite:“University Study,” John Stocker. Accessed: May 01, 2024. [Online]. Available: http://www.ez-step.com/univ.-
study.html
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 2024/4/15- Assistive devices Market

 

Title: Assistive devices Market

Date: 4/15/2024

Content by: Delani

Present: n/a

Goals: Understand the possible market for Stair Assist Bench

link: https://www.gminsights.com/industry-analysis/stair-lifts-and-climbing-devices-market

Cite: “Stair Lifts and Climbing Devices Market Share & Trends, 2032,” Global Market Insights Inc. Accessed: May 01, 2024. [Online]. Available:
https://www.gminsights.com/industry-analysis/stair-lifts-and-climbing-devices-market

Content:

-Stair lifts and Climbing device market values ar 2 Billion in 2023, estimated to reach of 4.1 billion my 2032

- market increase due to increasing disability rates, aging population and government initiatives

 - CAGR: 8.3%

 

Conclusions/action items: There is a large market for assistive mobility aids and even if our product captures a small amount of this market
it will be profitable.
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 2024/2/06-FDA device guidance

Title: FDA device class

Date: 2/6/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: n/a

Goals: explore FDA pathway for different device classes

link: https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/consumers-medical-devices/learn-if-medical-device-has-been-cleared-fda-
marketing#:~:text=Class%20I%20%E2%80%93%20These%20devices%20present,exempt%20from%20the%20regulatory%20process.

cite: C. for D. and R. Health, “Learn if a Medical Device Has Been Cleared by FDA for Marketing,” FDA, Nov. 2018, Accessed: Feb. 28, 2024. [Online].
Available: https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/consumers-medical-devices/learn-if-medical-device-has-been-cleared-fda-marketing

Content:

Regulatory Classes of Medical Devices:
  - Class I: Minimal potential for harm, simpler design, 95% exempt from regulatory process.
  - Class II: Most medical devices, includes powered wheelchairs, 43% of devices.
  - Class III: Sustain or support life, implanted, present unreasonable risk, includes pacemakers, 10% of devices.
  - Exempt: Certain Class I devices exempt from premarket notification, but still require registration.

Premarket Notification (510(k)):
  - Manufacturers notify FDA before marketing new devices.
  - Must demonstrate substantial equivalence to a device already on the market.

Premarket Approval (PMA):
  - Required for new products with new materials or differing design.
  - Must provide scientific evidence from human clinical trials demonstrating safety and effectiveness.

-Investigational Device Exemption (IDE):
  - Allows use of investigational devices in clinical studies.
  - Required for devices needing clinical data to support FDA clearance.
  - Limits distribution to specified sites identified in the IDE application.
  - Clinical studies monitored by Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) to ensure ethical principles and patient protection.

IRB Functions:
  - Determine risk level of device/clinical study (significant or non-significant).
  - Oversee patient selection criteria and informed consent.
  - IRB determines need for IDE application based on risk assessment.
  - FDA can overrule IRB risk determinations.
  - IDE application required if device/clinical study deemed significant risk by IRB.

Confidentiality of IDE Information:
  - FDA does not disclose existence of IDE due to confidentiality reasons.

Conclusions/action items: Our device is class one and may have market exemptions.

Delani Wille - Feb 28, 2024, 10:24 PM CST
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 2024/4/18- Neoprene

 

Title: Neoprene

Date: 4/18/2024

Content by: Delani

Present: n/a

Goals: Determine is Neoprene would be a good material for the knee cushion

link: https://www.foamorder.com/learning-center/foam-utility/30-products-made-with-
neoprene#:~:text=Neoprene%20is%20often%20used%20in%20medical%20applications%20due%20to%20its,and%20support%20to%20injured%20limbs.

Cite: “30 Things You Didn’t Know Were Made of Neoprene Fabric.” Accessed: May 01, 2024. [Online]. Available: https://www.foamorder.com/learning-
center/foam-utility/30-products-made-with-neoprene

Content:

- Neoprene, recognized for its synthetic rubber composition and renowned for its resistance to oil, heat, and water, stands as a versatile and durable
material, widely adopted across diverse sectors including automotive, medical, industrial, and sporting goods.
- Its adaptability renders it a sought-after choice for an array of applications, including wetsuits, life jackets, sporting equipment handles, yoga mats,
exercise equipment padding, prosthetics, splints, casts, and braces.
-For sporting goods, neoprene's flexibility and insulating properties make it ideal for crafting wetsuits and buoyancy aids, ensuring both lightweight comfort
and dependable warmth, even in frigid waters. It is incorporated in handles for equipment like baseball bats, golf clubs, and fishing rods not only enhances
resilience but also mitigates wear and tear, prolonging the lifespan of such items.
- In exercise equipment offers a blend of softness and sturdiness ideal for yoga mats and protective padding, ensuring both comfort during workouts and
long-lasting durability, minimizing the need for frequent replacements.
- In the medical field, neoprene's sterilizability and resistance to bacterial growth make it a preferred choice for orthopedic braces, splints, casts, and
prosthetics, facilitating conformity to body contours and providing essential compression and support for injured limbs, thereby aiding in the healing
process.

Conclusions/action items: Neoprene can provide a soft but sturdy leg cushion for the bench and can be easily cleaned. We will be using
adhesive neoprene for the leg cushion on the stair assist bench.

 

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 11:03 AM CDT
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 2024/2/9- Fabrication Sketch

Title: Fabrication sketch of main post

Date: 2/9/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: Margo, Gracie, Cam, Riley

Goals: Determine maximum and minimum reach of main post for fabrication

Content:

Conclusions/action items: Design in CAD for true representation of main post.

Delani Wille - Feb 28, 2024, 9:54 PM CST
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 2024/2/20 - Anti Catch Base design

Title: Anti Catch Base Design

Date: 2/20/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: N/a

Goals: Design idea for base

Content:

PDF attached below

Conclusions/action items: Discuss design with team.

Delani Wille - Feb 28, 2024, 9:51 PM CST

Download

Anti_catch_mechanism.pdf (277 kB)

Delani Wille - Feb 28, 2024, 9:51 PM CST
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 2024/04/18- Force Plate Stair design

Title: Force Plate Stair design

Date: 4/ 18/2024

Content by: Delani

Present: n/a

Goals: Design stairs to fabricate for force plate testing

Content:

PDF attached

- images attached are of force plate measurements and stair heights in ECB.

Conclusions/action items: Go to home depot for wood supplies to fabricate

 

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:35 AM CDT

Download

Stairs_fabrication_plan.pdf (868 kB)

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:36 AM CDT
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After discussing with team stairs for force plate were made of cinderblocks from home depot as they matched stair riser
height of 8 inches and were 15 1/2 inches wide to fit on force plate

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:42 AM CDT
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 2024/01/29 Red permit Documentation
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Title: Red Permit

Date: 01/29/24

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: n/a

Goals: Red permit

Content: 

Red permit card

Delani Wille - Jan 29, 2024, 3:43 PM CST
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Conclusions/action items: Proof of red permit training. Now working on green permit.
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Title: Green Permit

Date: 01/29/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: n/a

Goals: Green Permit

Content: 

Green permit card

Delani Wille - Jan 29, 2024, 3:44 PM CST
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Conclusions/action items: Proof of Green permit training. Training will be used in fabrication of design project.
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2024/01/29 Biosafety and Chemical Safety training
documentation

Title: Biosafety and Chemical Safety Training Documentation

Date: 01/29/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: n/a

Goals: Complete required training for biosafety and chemical safety

Content: 

Image attached

Conclusions/action items: Completed required training. Training will be used in biomaterial and tissue engineering portion of lab.

 

Delani Wille - Jan 29, 2024, 3:44 PM CST

Download

201_trainings_Delani_Wille.pdf (110 kB) Screenshot of training completion

Delani Wille - Mar 28, 2023, 12:31 PM CDT
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 2024/03/15- Tong Lecture

Title: Tong Lecture

Date: 3/15/2024

Content by: Delani Wille

Present: n/a

Goals: Attend Tong Lecture 

Content:

Elephas CEO Notes 

Revitalizing Exact Sciences and Unveiling Cologuard - Maneesh Aries
⁃ What's involved in crafting and bringing a product to market?

Success Factors:
⁃ Demonstrating clinical effectiveness and healthcare utility
⁃ Grasping the regulatory framework, reimbursement policies, and economic motivations
⁃ Cultivating an adaptable team and fostering a resilient organizational culture

The Journey of Exact Sciences up to 2009
⁃ Established in Boston in 1995
⁃ Went public in 2002, pioneering innovative diagnostics for colon cancer screening
⁃ Faced setbacks in 2004 with poor efficacy at 52% specificity
⁃ Operated with just 4 employees from 2004 to 2008
⁃ New leadership took the helm in 2009 to pursue enhancements.

Identifying a Clinical Challenge and a Lucrative Market Opportunity
⁃ Addressing the invasive nature of current procedures, such as colonoscopies involving a camera and six feet of steel tubing
⁃ Collaboration with Mayo Clinic researchers to explore solutions.

Business Considerations
⁃ Navigating FDA and CMS approval processes, alongside the challenges posed by GI doctors.

The Turning Point: FDA and CMS Approval
⁃ Exact Sciences soared following the green light from regulatory authorities.

Navigating Turbulence: From a $10 Billion Valuation to $2 Billion
⁃ A turbulent journey, marked by a regulatory body's draft release causing a significant drop in company valuation.

The Triumph of Cologuard's Commercial Launch
⁃ The release of the Cologuard commercial marked a turning point, bolstering the company's prospects.
⁃ A subsequent humorous commercial, even becoming a hit on SNL, further boosted the company's profile.

Venturing into New Frontiers: Elephas and Cancer Research Development

Conclusions/action items: The Tong lecture was interesting to hear about Exact Sciences and Colonguard as it is a big company in
Madison. Important concepts of Market and reimbursement pathways to think about for industry

 

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:06 AM CDT
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 2024/3/20 - Warf Invention Disclosure

 

Title: Warf invention disclosure

Date: 3/20/2024

Content by: Delani

Present: n/a

Goals: Write and submit an invention disclosure for WARF

Content:

PDF Attached

Conclusions/action items: Invention disclosure Submitted, now wait to schedule meeting with WARF to address possible patenting.

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:55 AM CDT

Download

P240311_Wille_IDR.pdf (186 kB)

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:55 AM CDT
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 2024/04/20- Tong Executive summary

 

Title: Tong Executive summary

Date: 4/20/2024

Content by: Delani

Present: Delani and Margo

Goals: Tong executive summary for final poster presentations

Content:

PDF attached

Tong

- give market of device

- competitors in the space

- Possible IP for device

- Testing

Conclusions/action items: Wrote executive summary and presented Tong presentation at final poster presentations.

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:14 AM CDT

Download

402_-_Tong_-_14_-_stair_assist_bench_-_Executive_Summary.pdf (64.5 kB)

Delani Wille - May 01, 2024, 10:14 AM CDT
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 2024/2/1 - Testing Safety

Title: Testing safety 1

Date: 2/1/2024

Content by: myself

Present: myself

Goals: understand more how to properly and safely test our device

Content:

 How to Determine if Your Product is a Medical Device | FDA

It is a medical device

Understanding The Different Types Of Medical Device Testing | Cigniti

Defines different ways to test a device

Hi team,

If you are trying to see if design improvements need to be made, your classmates can try it out to give you their feedback.

However, if you are interested in systematically testing it and making generalizations about the device (like it is suitable for anyone
under X weight) or if you want to publish your results, then you need an IRB. 

https://irb.wisc.edu/

You should all start by doing your required training: https://irb.wisc.edu/education-training/training/

Prof. Block can help you through the process after that as well (or is your client UW affiliated)?

This process takes a long time, so starting it now is a good idea so that by spring you would be able to collect these results.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Wishing you well,
-Dr.P

Conclusions/action items: Go through and look at the IRB steps as I have already done the training

 

RILEY TOTH - Feb 01, 2024, 12:36 PM CST
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Title: Arrow Resources

Date: 2/26/2024

Content by: Stephanie Metzger and Myself

Present: Delani and myself

Goals: Understand how to properly fill out an Arrow application

Content:

 The following is the email sent from Stephanie with links to helpful documents. This was sent directly after a meeting
going through the Protocol Document

Hello Riley and Delani,
 
I am wri�ng to follow up a�er our mee�ng this morning to discuss your IRB submission that is in progress (IRB00089730, PI Russ Johnson). The
project is funded as a gi� by a physical therapist who is not part of UW. Here are some of the issues we discussed, with links to guidance from
the IRB or UW websites.
 

You will be sharing data with the external therapist who is funding the study. Because he will be involved in the analysis, he will
probably need IRB coverage. Please email irbreliance@wisc.edu to let them know you would like to have UW serve as the IRB of
record for him. We talked about conduc�ng research procedures at UW instead of at his clinic, to reduce the complexity of any
reliance agreements.

The process for serving as IRB of record for one external personal is not super complicated. I think the main thing is
that you will need to describe his role in the study, and he will need to complete UW human subjects research
trainings.

You could poten�ally recruit from UW-Madison rather than his clinic, by pos�ng flyers or sending mass recruitment emails to
faculty/staff/students via DoIT.
Because you are evalua�ng a device, you will need to submit a le�er reques�ng a Non-Significant Risk (NSR) determina�on for
the device. In that le�er, you will need to explain why the device does not meet the criteria for being a Significant Risk device.
The criteria are listed in Sec�on 1 of #418. This le�er should include informa�on about both devices you would be tes�ng (the
one that you’re working on, and the one that is commercially available that you said you might also include). The le�er should be
uploaded on the Drug and Device Documents page in the ARROW applica�on; one le�er is sufficient for both devices.
You will be obtaining informed consent as part of the study. There is an SOP for obtaining wri�en informed consent. It’s #091.
Sec�on 5 of SOP #091 will be the most relevant to you. There is also #090, which is an SOP for the consent process. #090 consent
process is more focused on having the conversa�on with par�cipants and answering their ques�ons, and #091 is more focused
on how to properly document that #090 was followed. There is also a video about how to obtain consent; if you look in the
Consent sec�on of the PREP Presenta�ons, there is a video about How To Obtain Informed Consent. It’s a few years old, but the
principles will s�ll apply. There are also some newer videos about the consent process.

You will need to use #502 as your consent template. There is some blue template text that is used for studies where
HIPAA applies. If you include the external therapist, that may make HIPAA apply. If you include anyone from the
UW-Madison Healthcare Component, HIPAA will apply. If HIPAA applies, you will need to use certain specific tools
for storing and sharing data. If HIPAA does not apply, I think UW Box is ok for storing data.

 
I think that’s everything for right now. Please let me know if you have any other ques�ons. Thanks,
 
Steph

RILEY TOTH - Feb 26, 2024, 10:37 AM CST
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Conclusions/action items:  We will have to go through the Consent document next, make the questionnaire,
and format an email to send with information on the study.
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 2024/2/01 - Adjustable Base

Title: Adjustable Base design

Date: 2/1/2024

Content by: Myself

Present: myself

Goals: develop a safer adjustability system

Content:

 

Put a rod through two holes. One side of the rod will have a pin inside to prevent movement and the other will be thicker to not go fully through

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?
sa=L&ai=DChcSEwjP3tjB_YeEAxV2UkcBHdnQD1EYABAXGgJxdQ&ae=2&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESVuD2J17lqCPYEFq7URE6cCRE9Syy27Lr8
LkjShieke_yc6-
3Vz6bBP9Blw23aWEf1EQtFqQ0iYRbREUCOxYD&sig=AOD64_1lbj6CIdRI3j0JtdqfOQRaVPlI9w&ctype=5&q=&ved=2ahUKEwjB09LB_YeEAxXLv4kEHVuV

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?
sa=L&ai=DChcSEwjP3tjB_YeEAxV2UkcBHdnQD1EYABAIGgJxdQ&ae=2&sph=&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESVuD2J17lqCPYEFq7URE6cCRE9Syy
LkjShieke_yc6-
3Vz6bBP9Blw23aWEf1EQtFqQ0iYRbREUCOxYD&sig=AOD64_2QdV29DMByzs5zpdBO2KA5HlR0yg&ctype=5&q=&ved=2ahUKEwjB09LB_YeEAxXLv4kE

Conclusions/action items: This design is both safer than a crutch pole and it is easier to fabricate. I hope the team will listen to this idea as it cou
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Title: Green Pass Certification

Date: 3/28/2022

Content by: myself

Present: whole class

Goals: Obtain the green pass as well as the red pass

Content: 

 

Conclusions/action items: By getting the green pass this also shows that I have gotten the red pass. I can now
use the mill and lathe in the Team Lab to help the team make the holder for the biomaterial in the bioreactor. I
now also have the opportunity to do more training.

RILEY TOTH - Mar 28, 2022, 4:00 PM CDT
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 2023/10/25 - CITI study certificate

Title: Citi study certificate

Date: 10/25/2023

Content by: riley toth

Present: riley toth

Goals: complete modules to do human trials

Content: Below

 

Conclusions/action items: Step one to be able to do human trials on our device. more steps need to be taken to
ensure safety to our test subjects.

 

RILEY TOTH - Oct 25, 2023, 10:30 AM CDT

Download

citiCompletionCertificate_12762853_59205863-RileyToth.pdf (77.3 kB)

RILEY TOTH - Oct 25, 2023, 10:29 AM CDT
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Title: Preliminary presentation

Date: 2/8/2024

Content by: myself

Present: myself

Goals: complete my slides of the presentation

Content:

 Final Prototype
Packaging

Packaged in 2 pieces (Base & Support)
Minimal internal box protection 

Documentation
User manual (Adjustability/Assembly)

Done by medical professional

Pictures and video link of usage

Safety Cautions
Weight capacity

Height constraints
Do Not Use unless recommended by a healthcare 
professional
Approved by the FDA as class 1 low-risk medical device 

Budgeting
 

Last Year $23.58

RILEY TOTH - Feb 13, 2024, 11:38 AM CST
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This Year $75.93

Budget Left for Prototyping $300.49

Purchase of Device (On Market) >$100

Conclusions/action items: Need to edit the approved by FDA as they do not approve but they give regulations
to follow.
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 2023/10/07 - Injury from Mobility Aids

Title: Injury from Mobility Aids

Date: 2023/10/07

Content by: 

"Pediatric Mobility Aid-Related Injuries Treated in US Emergency Departments," Pediatrics (American Academy of

Pediatrics), https://publications.aap.org/pediatrics/article/125/6/1200/72473/Pediatric-Mobility-Aid-Related-Injuries-
Treated-in?autologincheck=redirected. Accessed: October 7, 2023.

Present: N/A

Goals: Understand dangers and likely hood of re injury.

Content:

An estimated 63 309 cases of children and adolescents who were aged ≤19 years were treated in US emergency
departments for mobility aid–related injuries. Approximately 70% of mobility aid– related injuries occurred while patients
were using wheelchairs. Children who were aged 2 to 10 years were more likely to sustain injuries while using walkers
and wheelchairs, injure their heads, and sustain traumatic brain injuries. Children who were aged 11 to 19 years were
more likely to sustain injuries while using crutches, injure their lower extremities, and sustain sprains and strains.
Injuries involving wheelchairs were more likely to be traumatic brain injuries and result in hospitalization. Injuries
involving crutches were more likely to involve misuse and be triggered by stairs or curbs

Conclusions/action items:

The document shows evidence that there is a significant need for a safer alternative to current practices of climbing
stairs. The docuemtn supports this because it suggest most common cause of injury is the stairs.
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 2023/10/04 - Injury Statistics

Title: Injury Statistics

Date: 2023/10/04

Content by:

E. R. Talsma et al., "Incidence and Epidemiology of New-Onset Diabetes Mellitus After Transplantation," Diabetes Spectrum, vol. 25,

no. 3, pp. 195-206, 2012. Available: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3237997/. [Accessed: October 4, 2023].

Present: N/A

Goals: Understand the need and size of effected population.

Content:

We used the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) to obtain a probability sample of all lower extremity
injuries treated at emergency departments during 2009. A total of 119,815 patients who presented to emergency
departments with lower extremity injuries in 2009 were entered in the NEISS database. Patient and injury
characteristics were analyzed. Incidence rates for various regions, disease categories, injuries, and age groups were
calculated using US census data.

Conclusions/action items:

In conclusion there are at least 120,000 recorded cases of lower limb injuries reported from the emergency room every
year. This gives us insight into the client demographic and size of population.
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 2023/10/01 - Therapy Advice

Title: Therapy Advice

Date: 2023/10/01

Content by: 

"Therapy Advice When Non-Weight Bearing," Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS

Trust, https://www.worcsacute.nhs.uk/patient-information-and-leaflets/documents/patient-information-leaflets-a-z/3014-
therapy-advice-when-non-weight-bearing/file. Accessed: October 1, 2023.

Present: N/A

Goals: Determine current approaches being taught by PT.

Content:

Comment points - 

Mobilizing non-weight bearing with an appropriate walking aid  Teaching you exercises to maintain your movement
and strength as appropriate  Stairs practice (if required)  Transferring off your bed/chair/toilet  Discussing/practicing
how you will manage your activities of daily living  Providing certain pieces of equipment to support your discharge
home following assessment of your needs. It is not always possible to supply all equipment insome instances e.g.
wheelchairs, but we will provide you with information to help you access other useful equipment (further information can
be found later in this leaflet)

Conclusions/action items:

Current practices include showing patients to use a walking canes/crutches where one hand opposite of your injured
limb is holding the railing. The other use hand is holding the cane/crutch to support weight not being beared by the
injured leg.
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 2023/10/05 - Knee Scooter

Title: Knee Scooter

Date: 2023/10/05

Content by: 

"Carex Knee Walker," Carex. [Online]. Available: carex.com/products/carex-knee-walker. Accessed: Oct. 5, 2023.

Present: N/A

Goals: Understand and gather information on other mobility aid devices.

Content:

Height adjustable knee pad and handles. Having the proper height is essential. The knee walker scooter
features a height-adjustable knee pad from 16" to 22.5". The handles can be adjusted from 31.75" to 40".

A more stable and comfortable crutch alternative. Crutches can be uncomfortable and unstable. The Carex
broken leg scooter is the perfect alternative. It's comfortable to use and dependable.

Large 7.5" rubber wheels with a tight turning radius. The all-terrain knee scooter's large wheels allow it to roll
smoothly on all surfaces. Its high turn radius makes it easy to navigate tight areas such as hallways.

Features a hand brake for safety. Have full control of the mobility knee scooter with the hand brake. It enables
users to stop easily and stay safe.

Holds up to 250 lbs. The heavy-duty knee scooter features a durable aluminum frame. It's been built to last to
provide dependable mobility assistance.

Conclusions/action items:

The knee scooter designs gives good insight into the design aspects that have already been incorporated into designs.
The design aspects here translate well to what we are trying to achieve in areas of comfort, safety, and ergonomics.
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 2023/10/04 - Statistics on Mobility Devices.

Title: Mobility Devices

Date: 2023/10/04

Content by: 

"The Complications of Crutches - A Summary of a Systematic Review of the Literature," UCL Department of Civil, Environmental,

and Geomatic Engineering, [Online]. Available: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/civil-environmental-geomatic-
engineering/sites/civil_environmental_geomatic_engineering/files/the_complications_of_crutches_-
_a_summary_of_a_systematic_review_of_the_literature.pdf. [Accessed: October 4, 2023].

Present: N/A

Goals: Understand what devices are being prescribed currently.

Content:

Over 575,000 people are prescribed crutches each year in the USA1, either axillary or forearm crutches (see figure 1).
Each design has its problems however data is limited in terms of the complications their use can result in. This is a
summary of a systematic review which provides a-comprehensive overview of all the published complications
associated with crutch use, irrespective of type or duration of use.

Conclusions/action items:

This is one form of mobility aid but it shows there is a large market for aid mobility devices to levitate weight from a
lower limb due to injury. Coupling this with prior research that suggests that crutches are unsafe and over used for stair
use.
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 2024/2/27 Stair Accidents

Title: Stair Accidents

Date: 2024/2/27

Content by: Cameron

Present: N/A

Goals: Compile some values for incident rates and related demographics related to stair use.

Content:

-10% of fall related fatalities were confirmed to be caused by stairs

-The real number could be higher cause most reports didn't include location of fall

-2/3 of falls were among those aged 75 years or older.

-Article presents that declining musculoskeletal, vestibular, and visual systems in older adults can account for the
increase incident rate among that demographic.

Startzell, J.K., Owens, D.A., Mulfinger, L.M. and Cavanagh, P.R. (2000), Stair Negotiation in Older People: A Review. Journal of the

American Geriatrics Society, 48: 567-580. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1532-5415.2000.tb05006.x

Conclusions/action items:

These can be used in reports to justify the need for our device.
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 2024/2/2 Aluminum Stock

Title: Aluminum Stock

Date: 2024/2/2

Content by: Cameron

Present: N/A

Goals: Understand the options for aluminum stock that fits design goals.

Content:

The goal is to get two pieces of square aluminum stock with one being smaller so it can slide into the inner void of the
larger one. This will allow us to create a support leg that moves up and down and with the addition to a pin can be
added to secure the structure in place.

The options most closely compatible with our current base is one piece of square stock aluminum with dimensions of
1.5" x 1.5" x 4' and another with the dimensions 1 3/8" x 1 3/8" x 4'. The two pieces can fit one inside the other with
enough clearance to slide up and down. Each piece cost $20-25 depending on where they are sourced and the coating
used.

Conclusions/action items:

The team will go to Home Depot to find the aluminum stock there.
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 2024/2/7 Spring loaded base

Title: Spring Loaded Base

Date: 2024/2/7

Content by: Cameron

Present: N/A

Goals:  Design a potential option for a spring loaded base that creates clearance for moving up stairs.

Content:

See Below for Diagram.

Conclusions/action items:

Discuss options with team and decide wether it's an appropriate addition.
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 2024/5/20: Staircase

Title: Staircase

Date: 2024/5/20

Content by: Cameron

Present: N/A

Goals: Ideas for potential testing staircase

Content:

See below for designs

Conclusions/action items:

Cinder blocks were among ideas considered by group as a whole and was the final design solution.
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 Lab 3 SolidWorks II 2022/02/10

Title: SolidWorks 2

Date: 2022/02/11

Content by: Cameron

Present: Group

Goals: To Develop SolidWorks knowledge and skills.

Content: 

We designed three different parts using different features like revolve base, centerline, and reference plane.

Once we finished each we had to create drawings of them including isometric views showing hidden lines and cross sectional views of
the parts.

Finally for our last part we needed to run a stress test on one of the parts we had created out of ASTM A36 steel. We had to load it in
such a way that it was in tensile stress. From there we used it analyze the way it would fail.

My group and I did not have time to start on our design report for the bioreactor shelving but I was able to get a preliminary design
started.

Conclusions/action items: Meet with group to discuss the design report due for next week's lab. Finish shelving design.
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 Lab 2 SolidWorks I 2022/02/03

Title: Lab 2

Date: 2/3/2022

Content by: Cameron

Present: Group 2

Goals: Develop SolidWorks skills further

Content: 

1. Design and build a part in the part section of solid works.

2. Take part into the assembly section of solid works and assemble two of the pieces.

3. Take original part into the drawing section of solid works and create a layout with at least 5 different views including:
front, top, right, left, and isometric.

4. Preform a stress test on the part and note a few of the important figures it produces. 

5. Play around on edrawing with the stressed part and submitted three different images.

6. Took the two post-lab assessment quizzes.

Conclusions/action items: 

1. Continue research on the bioreactor 
2. Bring this and ideas to group meeting on Monday to start developing our PDS
3. PDS must be completed by Thursday's (2/10) Lab.
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Download
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Title: Mechanical Testing

Date: 2022/04/21

Content by: Cameron

Present: Group 

Goals: Test our samples

Content: 

1. While performing this part of the protocol, you should document your work in your design project folder of your notebook in 
LabArchives.

1. Review - what is a standard and how to find them: https://researchguides.library.wisc.edu/c.php?
g=177647&p=1167580

2. ASTM International, known until 2001 as the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), is an 
international standards organization that develops and publishes voluntary consensus technical standards for a 
wide range of materials, products, systems, and services. Using the standards below note the testing conditions 
in which the test is performed. Comment on whether the test conditions are appropriate for physiological 
applications and how you would alter the standard for your application. Does your testing apparatus meet this 
standard? Do the sample sizes meet this standard? If not, what modification would you like to make (even if not 
possible) to meet this standard? Document this research in your design notebook and briefly discuss it in 
your report. Feel free to find several other ASTM tensile or compressive testing standards that are relevant for 
your testing protocol. 

ASTM F2150-19: Section 8 - Standard Guide for Characterization and Testing of Biomaterial Scaffolds Used in 
Regenerative Medicine and Tissue-Engineered Medical Products
(Use the link above → Click “View Online” → “View full text” → type, for example: ASTM F2150 into the search)

ASTM F2902: Standard Guide for Assessment of Absorbable Polymeric Implants
(Use the link above → Click “View Online” → “View full text” → type, for example: ASTM F2150 into the search)

3. 

1. For testing your samples, put the following steps in the correct order assuming the machine has 
been turned on, the safety stops are set if needed, and it is ready to go (kill switch is not engaged). 
Write out a full testing protocol using these steps as a guide.

1. Zero the meter for load
2. Watch the load carefully so that it does not exceed your load cell capacity or fixture 

capacity
3. Place your sample into the fixture
4. Enter the appropriate parameters for your test on the “monitor” tab for diameter and 

test rate, etc.
5. Make observations about your samples looking for defects, uneven surfaces, or 

other potential sources of error and make measurements with an accurate 
measuring tool such as a caliper for dimensions to obtain cross-sectional area and 
mass.

6. Export your data
7. Hit the emergency kill switch
8. Press the “play” button to start your test
9. Unlock the machine

10. Preload your sample such that the load reads just above zero
11. Power off the machine, return components, clean up your sample and leave the 

area cleaner than you found it! 
12. Zero the meter for load and the meter for crosshead / displacement 
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13. Stop your test or wait for break detection to occur (provided you have not exceeded 
the capacity)

2. One group at a time will test their samples (bioreactor samples and control samples). Document 
this testing.

3. Return the BME Department’s materials back to their proper place.

Bioreactor Wrap Up

1. If you haven’t already, make sure to get data (n >=5) comparing your bioreactor temperature to the 
actual temperature.

2. Save your EEPROM data by running eeprom_read and copying the text off of the serial monitor. 
Remember to note each stop and start time of your reaction

3. Make observations (of your samples and PBS color) and get pictures of your device and bioreactor
4. Use the stereoscope to take a picture of your samples if you haven’t already done so
5. Return each component we gave you to the appropriate bin
6. Breathe - you successfully programmed a closed-loop microcontroller system!

Cross Sectional Area : 

Ultimate Strength (stress in MPa) :

Maximum Load (force in N) :

Bioreactor Observations

1. The PBS stayed the same pink color throughout the testing process.
2. The samples turned into a paste consistency after only a few hours in the bioreactor and solution.
3. The temperature readout stayed within the desired range of 35 - 39 celsius. 
4. PBS solution was at a pH of 8.93
5. 

Conclusions/action items: 
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Download
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 2024/2/20 BME Outreach

Title: Outreach

Date: 2024/2/20

Content by: Cameron

Present: N/A

Goals: Outline talking points for BME outreach podcast

Content:

See Below.

Conclusions/action items:

Record Podcast
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 2024/5/11 Outreach

Title: Outreach

Date: 2023/5/11

Content by: Cameron

Present: N/A

Goals: Final report, presentation instructions for BME outreach

Content:

Attached below.

Conclusions/action items:

Submit to BME website.
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 2014/11/03-Entry guidelines

Use this as a guide for every entry

Every text entry of your notebook should have the bold titles below.
Every page/entry should be named starting with the date of the entry's first creation/activity, subsequent material from future dates can
be added later.

You can create a copy of the blank template by first opening the desired folder, clicking on "New", selecting "Copy Existing Page...", and then select
"2014/11/03-Template")

Title: Descriptive title (i.e. Client Meeting)

Date: 9/5/2016

Content by: The one person who wrote the content 

Present: Names of those present if more than just you (not necessary for individual work)

Goals: Establish clear goals for all text entries (meetings, individual work, etc.).

Content:

Contains clear and organized notes (also includes any references used)

Conclusions/action items:

Recap only the most significant findings and/or action items resulting from the entry.

John Puccinelli - Sep 05, 2016, 1:18 PM CDT
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Title: 

Date: 

Content by: 

Present: 

Goals: 

Content:

 

Conclusions/action items:

 

CAMERON OWENS - Feb 27, 2024, 12:32 PM CST
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